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Good MornING Asia - 2 April 2019
Australia releases its budget today and the RBA meets (no change
expected). Korean inflation falls further. Rate cuts from them beckon.
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Until the twelfth of never….
Excuse the Johnny Mathis reference in the title, the Brexit anxiety
(Branxiety?) is clearly all getting too much. No-deal Brexit risks mount
as the UK…

This does actually matter for Asia
I've argued, publically on occasion, that the Brexit mess is a local/regional issue. Here in Asia, it has
been a source of some confusion, even amusement (unless you hold a UK or Irish passport), but
something that is happening 7000 miles away in a distant corner of the Atlantic. 

That was true whilst it looked like some sort of deal, however bad, was likely to be agreed. That
would have delivered a transition period, time for an actual trade deal to be cobbled together. Time
to prepare.

The rising prospect of a no-deal Brexit changes that. It raises the prospects of a disorderly mess in
the real economy. And in financial markets, a flight to safety. The UK is not the only country
involved, much of the EU will also suffer, though not as badly. US Treasuries will offer the usual
sanctuary, as will the USD. Both the EUR and GBP will drop against the USD, the GBP by the most.
JPY and CHF will also gain as usual in such circumstances. In Europe, Bunds will look the bond of
choice, with the 10Y Bund becoming even more negative. 

A stronger USD, of course, means weaker Asian FX, and that poses threats to some economies,
especially those with already very high real rates, which should have been looking at those as a
potential source of future stimulus if lowered. It is helpful that the newsflow from China seems to
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have taken a positive turn, but the next 10 days could shift the balance in a more
negative direction again. 

Time is running out, April 12th is now only a little over a week away and Parliament seems stuck
for answers.  

Korean CPI falls - time for a rethink at the BoK
With headline inflation in South Korea only 0.4%YoY (March 2019 figure), and core inflation not
much higher at 0.9%. The subcomponent CPI falls were broadly based and subsumed an increase
in transport costs coming from rising oil prices. This looks weak. Meanwhile, the domestic economy
is stagnating together with a decline in export demand. I can think of no good reason why the BoK
should not reverse the November 2018 rate cut. It needn't hang about either. We currently
forecast a 3Q19 cut. Scrub that. There is no point in them waiting. Make that a 2Q19 cut, and there
is a good chance that it is not the only one this year. We'll wait a bit more before we throw another
cut into the forecast, but that's where we are leaning. Our 1150 USDKRW forecast for 2Q 2019 is
not looking so daft today.

RBA and budget in Australia
The RBA will most likely leave rates on hold today, though pressure on them to ease is still
lingering. That said, yesterday's moderating home price declines, and improved business
sentiment, together with a more positive outlook from China mean that we still think "on hold for
the foreseeable future" is the more likely outcome. Building approvals data today are not likely to
help that story, but won't utterly derail it either.

Today's budget will also likely help foster a "no-change" outlook, with tax cuts widely expected as
a pre-election give-away. Look for the timing of the return of the budget surplus to be postponed
past 2020. Blame will likely be placed on "overseas" conditions. 

Short break in proceedings
And finally, as I gear up for a short break in the EU, whilst I still have visiting rights, my not-quite
daily notes will be on hold for a couple of weeks. My excellent colleagues will, of course, keep up
their regular release of notes on the region's data releases, and ASEAN bytes will continue while I
weed the French garden.  
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ASEAN Morning Bytes
General market tone: Risk-on. Emerging markets may bounce on
Tuesday on bargain hunting as good US and China data allays growth
concerns.

EM Space: Risk-on is back on better economic data from the US
and China

General Asia: Traders may track the gains on Wall Street with manufacturing numbers from
the two largest economies surprised on the upside. US and China PMI numbers both bested
market expectations although US retail sales slumped in reaction to the government
shutdown and softer consumer confidence.
Thailand: Food and transport prices, both with chunky monthly increases, pushed the CPI
inflation to 1.2% YoY in March from 0.7% in the previous month, surpassing the consensus of
0.9%. But the core CPI inflation remained at 0.6%. We don’t see inflation drifting far off the
low end of the BoT’s 1-4% policy target this year, which with anaemic growth allows the BoT
to leave the policy interest rate at 1.75% current level. Meanwhile, persistently large current
account surplus – February’s $6.5bn surplus was the third-largest ever – continues to
support the THB appreciation pressure.   
Malaysia: In some relief to stretched public finances, a Bloomberg report noted that the
government managed to save MYR 806m in spending through renegotiation of 121
infrastructure projects undertaken by the previous government. Weak investment demand
has been a missing link in growth since last year, which with current CPI deflation supports
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our call of a BNM policy rate cut at the next meeting in early May.
Indonesia: Inflation remains benign at 2.48% in March, drifting below the central bank's
2.5-4.5% target range from 2.57% in February. The main drivers were processed food,
clothing and education costs ahead of Presidential elections this month. With inflation likely
sticking to the low end of the target the central bank will be focusing on the IDR’s
performance in deciding the monetary policy.
Philippines: The World Bank lowered its 2019 growth forecast for the Philippines to 6.4%
from 6.5% citing the delay in the passage of the new spending bill, as well as weaker
agricultural output stemming from the onset of the El Niño weather disturbance. The Bank
also trimmed its 2020 outlook to 6.5% (from 6.6%). Growth will likely be supported by strong
consumption demand amid slowing inflation, but government spending is seen to be
“tempered” in the first half given the budget delay.        

What to look out for: Market looks to US data for clues
• RBA meeting (2 April)

• US durable goods (2 April)

• US ADP employment, PMI services (3 April)

• India RBI meeting (4 April)

• Philippines inflation (5 April)

• US NFP (5 April)
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Asia in 2019: Macro and markets
In this report, we take a look at some of the underlying regional trends
in Asia and if a global recession is really set to hit the region. We also
have a…

Source: Shutterstock
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Taiwan’s economy: Still waiting for an
export rebound
The US-China trade war has hit Taiwan's manufacturing, exports and
the demand for new smartphones, and fiscal and monetary policy can
only do so much…

Source: ING, Bloomberg

Taiwan economy is currently under pressure from external
factors
Taiwan's economy is a small and open one, which is why the export sector is important to its
manufacturing and related service industries such as ports and logistics. But since mid-2018, the
external environment has turned negative for Taiwan.

Latest figures show export orders have contracted by 10.94% in February 2019, while exports have
contracted by 8.8% since November 2018.
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Exports have fallen considerably

Source: ING, Bloomberg

Taiwan's electronic related sectors have been hit the hardest
This is mostly the result of the trade war between mainland China and the US, which has made
businesses defer investment decisions, and therefore orders for electronic equipment have
decreased.  

Another reason is that the tech giant Apple, who manufactures some parts in Taiwan is
experiencing a falling product life cycle for its phones and other smart devices. As a result, exports
of integrated circuits have shrunk by 1.1% year-to-date in February,  printed circuits have also
contracted by 13.2%YoY, and the DRAM market has dwindled by 4.8% YoY. 

Historically, electrical equipment manufacturing does not pick up until electronic parts have
recovered, so factory expansion may not pick up until there has been a prolonged increase in
orders for such items.

Source: ING, Bloomberg

There is only so much fiscal stimulus can do to help
The government has taken up the main role in supporting the economy and will probably increase
spending by 2.8% to TWD 2.022 trillion in 2019, which will be around 11% of nominal GDP. 
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This includes raising infrastructure spending and giving rebates to consumers on energy-saving
automobiles. 

As you can see in the chart below, historically, fiscal spending can only support the economy for so
long. For example, government spending in 1Q16 couldn't prevent GDP growth from falling below
zero in annual terms, and it wasn't until export growth rebounded in 3Q16, the economy picked up
momentum. So in light of that, we believe, the economy still needs to see a bounce back in exports
to see faster economic growth.

GDP growth falls as export sector contributes less to the
economy

Source: ING, Statistics Taiwan

Monetary easing would be the last resort
Monetary easing in 2009 brought Taiwan into the low-interest-rate economy territory, and for the
last 32 months, the policy rate has been on-hold at 1.375%. Like other economies suffering from
the indirect effects of the trade war, inflation at 0.23% year on year isn't really a concern for a
future rate cut, but external headwinds are a challenge for the central bank.

The central bank's recent history of cutting rates by only 0.125 percentage points per move would
be too small to have a meaningful impact, and would likely require multiple cuts over successive
meetings to provide any noticeable stimulus. Even then, with rates as low as they already are,
cutting rates further isn’t really going to have a significant impact on the availability of credit, and
as we have seen elsewhere (e.g. Japan), as rates approach zero, further easing can deliver the
opposite response to that intended.

Therefore, we believe the central bank is saving the bullet until economic growth turns close to
negative. But even that doesn't guarantee a rate cut will be an effective tool to rescue the
economy.
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A rate cut maybe the only trump card the central bank has

Source: ING, Bloomberg

5G to the rescue?
5G could be the opportunity Taiwan needs. As 5G mobile networks begin to develop around the
world, there is a demand for 5G equipment from upstream to downstream, and Taiwan has the
labour force to produce it all.

But as most of the production demand will arrive when 5G infrastructure coverage worldwide is
ready for commercial use, the demand for 5G downstream equipment will come in around late
2020. So 5G may not be able to provide timely support to the open economy, but it should still be a
positive in a couple of years.

Domestic politics intertwined with external force
The issue that is likely to dominate the presidential elections in January 2020 is whether the new
Taiwanese government would like to be more pro-mainland China to be able to get some
economic support. But before we see the election results, this debate is likely to create
confrontations between the two main political parties - the Kuomintang (KMT), and the Democratic
Progressive party (DPP).

The currency will be sensitive to corporate earnings
Taiwan's stock market movements impact the country's exchange rate a great deal because of
foreign investments in the stock market.

Why we're revising our call on the Taiwan dollar

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_5362%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_5362%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_5362%7D
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Source: ING, Bloomberg

We are concerned that there could be downward surprises in corporate earnings because of the
weak sales of smart devices and this will put downward pressure on the Taiwan dollar against the
USD. 

As such we've revised our TWD forecast from 30.40 to 30.95 by the end of 2019.

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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